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Section 1: Threat Levels:
 
United Kingdom
Current National Threat Level: Substantial
Current Northern Ireland-related Threat Level: Severe
Substantial means an attack is likely
Severe means an attack is highly likely
Source: MI5
 
United States
Current National Threat Level: Heightened
Means a significant risk of terrorist attacks
Source: Department for Homeland Security (DHS), National 
Terrorism Advisory System (NTAS)
 
European Union
Overall Terrorist Threat: Acute
Source: Europol
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Action: Book free to attend our lunchtime Westminster security 
briefing for business on 1st March, 2022: 
richard.bingley@globalcyberacademy.com

Section 2: Security Contexts:
 
United Kingdom
 
The UK national threat level from terrorism has been reduced from 
‘severe’ to ‘substantial’. Home Secretary Priti Patel MP said the 
move followed a "significant reduction" in the momentum of attacks 
across Europe - since those seen in Austria and France between 
September and November 2020. However, Northern Ireland’s 
terrorism threat level grading has been retained at ‘severe’.

(20th January) Two men were arrested in Birmingham and 
Manchester as part of the investigation into the Texas synagogue 
attack by the British hostage-taker Malik Faisal Akram. Despite 
some attempts to promote contrary analysis within elements of the 
UK polity and media, the FBI, US President and other authoritative 
sources, were keen to establish that Akram’s attack was “not some 
random occurrence”. According to FBI director, Christopher Wray: 
“It was intentional, it was symbolic and we’re not going to tolerate 
antisemitism in this country.”

The men, whose ages have not been released, were “in custody for 
questioning”, Greater Manchester police said, and were held as part 
of an “ongoing investigation”. Akram, a 44-year-old from Blackburn, 
was shot dead by the FBI after a 10-hour standoff on Saturday 
15th January in Colleyville, near Dallas. All four hostages were 
released or escaped unharmed.

It has since been revealed that Akram had been investigated by the 
UK Security Service as a possible Islamist terrorist threat as 
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recently as 2020. But the case was closed after officers determined 
he posed no threat.

Akram possessed a criminal record in the UK but no known terror 
convictions. Investigators and family members say he had suffered 
from mental health issues. Once again, in this case, computer 
forensics appear to establish online safety concerns, although 
certainties can’t be established at least until the investigation has 
concluded.

If such an online usage pattern is the case, further pressure will be 
applied to internet service providers (and, potentially, corporate 
information systems security professionals) to more actively 
intervene to prevent the dissemination of extremist online material. 
The scale of this undertaking is substantial. For example, the 
Community Security Trust (CST), a UK-based charity dedicated to 
combatting racism, and antisemitism in particular, report that there 
are up to 495,000 explicitly antisemitic tweets per year made 
viewable for UK users (tweets in English by and available to UK 
users). Given the size of the UK’s Jewish population at around 
290,000 people, the report calculates there are nearly two 
antisemitic tweets annually for every Jewish citizen within the UK. 

Domestic security incidents related to politicised narratives continue 
to rise, according to most police forces. Such volatile (grey-area) 
risks are no better exemplified than the small mob confrontation 
aimed at the UK Labour Party leader, Holborn & St Pancras MP, Sir 
Keir Starmer (7th February). Although jostling and chants from 
around a dozen plus shouting agitators were mainly focused toward 
Mr Starmer’s support of Covid-19 restrictions, mainstream news 
narratives focused initially upon one shouted insult: that the 
Opposition Leader was a “paedophile protector”. Days earlier, under 
parliamentary privilege, Starmer had been accused by the serving 
UK Prime Minister of failing to prosecute a national celebrity who 
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also was a serial child abuser, whilst Starmer served during his pre-
parliamentary career as Director of Public Prosecutions (2008-13).

To reduce political tension, the Prime Minister later qualified his 
criticism of Starmer as DPP. Several days later, beyond the 
legislative theatre of the House of Commons, a group of 
approximately 15 political activists – reportedly followers of a little-
known YouTube channel calling itself ‘GB Resistance’ - robustly 
assailed Starmer as he walked through Westminster. The 
Opposition Leader was accompanied by a small number of police 
officers, advisers, and Shadow Cabinet members. Film footage 
shows this rather ugly incident as a relatively run-of-the-mill flying 
squad-type direct action. A familiar confrontation tactic used by the 
more combative activists from both radical left and right political 
groupings, who usually seek to bring their chosen cause a burst of 
headline news. Make your own mind up! Around two minutes of 
footage can be found at: https://inews.co.uk/news/keir-starmer-
attack-labour-leader-who-mob-protest-jimmy-savile-slurs-1448614

Nevertheless, the potential realisation of near-instantaneous violent 
flare-ups, or more serious mob incidents remains likely during 2022 
and beyond, given the rather polarised political environment inside 
the UK. Perceivably soft security arrangements around the Palace 
of Westminster and Whitehall, since at least the times of Northern 
Ireland’s ‘Troubles’ and the ‘mainland campaign’, continue to 
underline our recommendation for business communities to invest 
in meaningful levels of security and resilience arrangements within 
London’s government and diplomatic zones. (Although, we do 
acknowledge that the assassinations of Jo Cox MP and Sir David 
Amess MP occurred within their constituencies.) We also also 
recommended that non-London-based businesses view domestic 
travel around London’s government zones as a specific item for 
precautionary further analysis, just as security analysts might 
approach business travel to some other locations by carrying out 
further examination and assessment. If visitors – including even UK 
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citizens - are not highly familiar with the local Westminster 
environment and street layout, at least a small amount of upfront 
research (seeking to avoid key protest dates/locations etc.) and 
baseline orientation information will not be wasted resource.    
 

United States
 
The latest National Terrorism Advisory Service (NTAS) bulletin 
sensibly advises upon the uptick of news and online misinformation, 
including from foreign agents promoting distorted and plainly 
fraudulent narratives. According to the latest NTAS bulletin 
(7th February), such dis/mis/information is designed to “sow discord 
and undermine public trust in government institutions.” It adds: 
“Some of these actors do so to encourage unrest, which could lead 
to acts of violence against the facilities, individuals, institutions, and 
organizations cited above.” In relation to expanding domestic 
extremist from the radical left and right, NTAS states that: “Violent 
extremists inspired by a range of grievances and ideologies 
continue to target crowded venues traditionally perceived to be soft 
targets, such as commercial and publicly accessible facilities, public 
gatherings, certain government and state facilities, and houses of 
worship.”
 
Polarisation continues and, appears at present, to be exacerbated. 
District of Columbia Attorney General Karl Racine announced a civil 
lawsuit against two extremist groups over their role in the January 
6, 2021, attack on the US Capitol Hill. The Proud Boys and the Oath 
Keepers, along with more than 30 individuals who are associated 
with the groups, have been accused of "conspiring to terrorize the 
District of Columbia," stated the DC Attorney General. "I'm suing the 
Proud Boys and the Oath Keepers, the first civil lawsuit by a 
government entity against the Jan. 6 insurrectionists. They caused 
extensive damage to the District (of Columbia, DC), our democracy 
and particularly the brave men and women of our Metropolitan 
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Police Department," Racine announced on Twitter. Such a move 
has been condemned, in the main, by Republican senators who 
claim that the legal action is “disparate” and disproportionate in 
comparison to civil rioting documented across many other USA 
cities during recent times. Whilst other critics point to several 
hundred arrests, as well as co-operation from perceived 
ringleaders, already made by and extracted from the FBI, in relation 
to the chaotic Capitol Hill incident which led to five fatalities and 
dozens of injuries.
 
For further context, the Oath Keepers is a hardening right-wing 
organization formed in 2009 by army veteran Stuart Rhodes, shortly 
after the election of President Barack Obama. The group enjoyed 
accelerated growth in more recent times and seeks to uphold its 
interpretation of the US constitution. Its name - the Oath Keepers - 
refers to the idea of taking an oath which law enforcement officials 
and members of the military undertake. According to its leadership, 
the group is made up of current and former members of the military 
and law enforcement. A core document the group follows is called 
the "Declaration of orders we will not obey." These are 10 specific 
orders members of the group will refuse to obey. These include 
refusing to disarm American people, refusing to place Americans in 
detention camps and refusing to blockade US cities among other 
orders.
 
 
Europe and EU
 
Former Finland intelligence officer, Illka Sami, serves as the EU 
Counter-Terrorism Co-ordinator. In a recent interview, Mr Sami 
reaffirmed the threat from Islamist terrorism across Europe: “If we 
consider, for example, let's say, radical Islamist views or jihadism, 
the ideology is still there, even if the Caliphate has been defeated in 
Syria. And we have to be prepared for that.” Later Mr Sami added: 
“Unfortunately, the terrorism threat is constantly there. We would 
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have to say that it's partially... it's perhaps elevated.” In terms of 
countering online violent extremism the EU passed “the so-called 
Terrorist Content Online legislation”. This regulation stipulates that 
terror content must be removed by internet service providers within 
one hour of becoming identified. Perhaps taking into consideration 
wider security risks emanating from East Europe and ongoing 
migrant challenges at many of the EU’s flanks, Mr Sami also 
referred to increased attention to “resilience” for individuals and 
organisations. Cementing this advice, Europol report: “The overall 
terrorist threat to the security of the EU remains acute.” The Agency 
elaborates: “The main concern of Member States is jihadist 
terrorism and the closely related phenomenon of foreign terrorist 
fighters who travel to and from conflict zones. Recent attacks in the 
EU demonstrate the intent and capability of jihadist terrorists to 
inflict mass casualties on urban populations in an effort to induce a 
high state of well-publicised terror.”
 
The sustained need for corporate resilience and business continuity 
planning is also underscored by wide-ranging cyber-attacks, with 
the potential to cause major supply chain disruptions, including fuel 
shortages. Such information systems attacks occurred across north 
Europe last weekend (5th/6th February). Similar in method and scope 
to the US-based ‘Colonial Pipeline’ attack (May 2021) IT systems 
were disrupted at Oiltanking in Germany, SEA-Invest in Belgium 
and Evos in the Netherlands. It was perceived initially that dozens 
of terminals with oil storage and transport around the world were 
affected. But some investigators are cautious – at this point – to 
draw a conclusion that this sequence of incidents can be defined as 
a single, dedicated ransomware attack. Oiltanking Deutschland 
GmbH & Co. KG, which stores and transports oil, vehicle fuels and 
other petroleum products, issued a statement (7th February) saying 
that it was working to limited capacity.
 
The combination of fuel storage facilities, and transportation 
infrastructure, are a highly attractive target for hackers because 
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systems breaches cause expansive and rapid societal disruption. 
Such chaos, in turn, triggers an acceleration of economic loss, 
leading quickly to contagion and potential market systems failure. 
Mega infrastructure attacks also extort the added benefit of 
distracting regional and national governmental institutions, who may 
already be experiencing parallel stressors within economic and 
geopolitical domains.

For example, the 2021 Colonial Pipeline ransomware cyber-attack 
led to the shutting down of oil pumping systems, but only as a 
precaution after the customer billing system was breached. The 
attackers also stole nearly 100 gigabytes of data and threatened to 
release information on the internet if the ransom was not paid. It 
was reported that within hours after the attack the company paid a 
ransom of nearly 75 Bitcoins ($5 million) to the hackers in exchange 
for a decryption tool, which proved so slow that the company's 
business continuity planning tools were more effective in bringing 
back operational capacity. Fuel stoppages impacted aviation and 
provoked panic buying at vehicle fuel pumps which led to a state of 
emergency being declared in one state (Georgia) along with 
nationwide advisory notices issued by the Transportation Secretary, 
warning against gasoline hoarding. Investigators recovered more 
than half of the Bitcoin and cited the criminal hacking group, 
Darkside, as the perpetrator.

Believed to be based within East Europe, DarkSide avoids targets 
in certain geographic locations by checking their system language 
settings. In addition to the languages of the 12 current, former, or 
founding Commonwealth of Independent State countries, led by 
Russia, the exclusion list contains Syrian Arabic. Darkside also 
reportedly claim not to directly target healthcare centres, NGOs or 
schools. Whether this week’s attack – or set of attacks - upon 
Europe’s oil storage systems is a similar case in point will be 
established within the next few weeks of investigation. 
Nevertheless, lessons as to how fuel and infrastructure supplies 
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remain vulnerable to electronic attacks, and that these offensive 
capabilities might become blunter (i.e. less targeted), because of 
tensions within the wider security environment, should be heeded.
 

International
 
A suspected drone attack by Yemen's Houthi militants targeted a 
key oil facility in Abu Dhabi and killed three people. The terror attack 
(17th January) also sparked a separate fire at Abu Dhabi's 
international airport. Hailing the strike as “a successful military 
operation”, the Houthis’ military spokesman, Yahya Saree, warned 
the group could target more facilities in the UAE, which has been 
part of a Saudi-led military coalition fighting government rebels in 
Yemen. The longstanding civil war – principally involving Saudi 
Arabia and her Gulf allies who seek to bolster the government 
versus a predominantly Shia separatist minority in Yemen 
(reportedly backed by Iran’s government) - has caused the loss of 
tens of thousands of lives and pushed muck of Yemen into 
sustained humanitarian crisis.

According to a regional analyst at Kings College London: “This 
attack brings home to the UAE that they were playing the game of a 
major power in the region.” It made the Gulf country realise that 
“they are, after all a small state with a lot of vulnerabilities.” This 
geopolitical analysis may well neatly encapsulate the underlying 
vulnerability of smaller Gulf states that have generally demonstrated 
sturdy economic and societal stability and diversification during the 
past three to four decades. Taking into consideration the Arab 
Spring and transferences of power from the elder to younger 
paramount leaders, much of the Gulf Co-operation Council states’ 
territory has been perceived impressively safe and secure for 
international business. This perception has also gathered strength 
during the past decade and half, when taken into comparison with 
the continued assault of Islamist terror attacks delivered within the 
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EU, UK, North America, and Russia. Yet this hard-won reputation of 
security stability can soon appear at risk if further serious security 
incidents occur. Militant groups, including those purportedly backed 
by elements of Iran’s security apparatus, will no doubt see further 
opportunity to destabilise the business environment within UAE and 
the wider GCC. Indeed, this may well be a core motivation for them. 
Except, perhaps, Qatar, which practices much sturdier relations with 
Tehran, although sensitivities will be high as the peninsular country 
prepares to host the 2022 football World Cup.
 

Section 3: Cyber and Economic Crime
 
According to data security specialists, IT Governance, 95 known 
major data breaches were reported during January 2022 
compromising some 65 million records. This Risk Monitor sets out 
to explain some of the latest domestic and international trends and 
consider ways for business to prepare for, and mitigate against, 
such scenarios.
 
Of these many cyber security incidents at least four involve insider 
employees. An ex-hospital worker was arrested for removing PPI 
data using a memory stick at South Georgia Medical Center, US. In 
the Philippines, discarded sacks of plaintext data from courtrooms 
became appropriated by criminals, so far for unknow reasons. At 
the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences an employee 
reportedly emailed private health information to their own personal 
email account. And a US Department of Defense official, with top-
secret clearances, allegedly stole identities from work systems to 
apply for loans. One of the most significant Covid-19-related data 
breaches occurred when the names of some 800 unvaccinated 
employees were inadvertently shared by a staff member at the 
Durham District School Board, North Carolina, US. Lessons from 
this case should be learned far-and-wide. This event could well 
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serve as a potential test case for privacy laws and compensation 
tolerances well beyond US state and federal boundaries.

QR code scams continue to become more prevalent. QR codes are 
useful to attackers because the barcode images bypass email filters 
that use URL scanners to block malicious links. According to the 
FBI: “cybercriminals are taking advantage of this technology by 
directing QR code scans to malicious sites to steal victim data, 
embedding malware to gain access to the victim's device, and 
redirecting payment for cybercriminal use.” This tactic became used 
successfully by hackers who deployed QR codes inside phishing 
emails to steal Microsoft 365 credentials last October. Crypto 
transactions, which often use QR codes, are increasingly targeted. 
An increase in scammers placing fraudulent QR code stickers on 
parking meters has also been reported across the US, and there is 
little reason to suggest that this pattern is not emerging elsewhere. 
QR codes are used by many businesses to direct customers to 
websites whereby they can complete financial transactions. QR-
code hackers tamper with the original code and redirect victims into 
their own payment portals. Other than reducing the use of QR 
codes, there appears to be little convenient or simple 
mitigation. However, below we offer some tips

• Avoid downloading an app using a QR code
• Don’t download a QR scanner as most newer 

smartphones have one built into the camera
• Avoid making payments at sites that have been navigated 

to via a QR code scan
• Check the website URL is the legitimate intended site, 

after being directed there by a QR-code
 
In 2020 anti-virus firm Sophos released a ‘State of Ransomware’ 
report that found almost three quarters of ransomware attacks 
result in the data being encrypted. 51% of organisations were hit by 
ransomware during the first year of the Covid pandemic. The 
criminals succeeded in encrypting the data in 73% of these attacks. 
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During the last year, Sophos’s 2021 Report highlights continued 
vulnerabilities within the corporate cyber realm:

• 37% of respondents’ organizations were hit by ransomware in 
the last year

• 54% that were hit by ransomware in the last year said the 
cybercriminals succeeded in encrypting their data in the most 
significant attack

• 96% of those whose data was encrypted got their data back in 
the most significant ransomware attack

• The average ransom paid by mid-sized organizations was 
US$170,404

• However, on average, only 65% of the encrypted data was 
restored after the ransom was paid

• The average bill for rectifying a ransomware attack, 
considering downtime, people time, device cost, network cost, 
lost opportunity, ransom paid etc. was US$1.85 million

 
Geopolitical Cyber

Much of the following will seek to analyse vulnerabilities to the 
international business cyber sphere generated by uncertain events 
involving Russia, Ukraine and their respective allies. Following 
along from a distinctly connected geopolitical thread, we begin by 
reporting that journalists employed by Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp 
have had their email accounts hacked in what the company 
believes was an espionage operation linked to China, raising fears 
for the safety of confidential sources, probably located within China 
and Hong Kong. The cyber-attack (reported February 4th) affected a 
limited number of individuals working for outlets including News UK 
– the publisher of the Times and the Sun – as well as the Wall 
Street Journal and the New York Post. One of the world’s foremost 
cyber intelligence firms, Mandiant, led the initial investigation.
 
Russia and Ukraine
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At the time of writing, it is difficult to predict the likely trajectory of 
cyber space as we witness very high tensions between Russia and 
Ukraine. With an estimated 100,000 troops taking part in advanced 
military exercises – including battlefield missile tests and night 
movements – inside the territories of Russia and Belarus, very 
close to Ukraine’s border, local sources inside Belarus indicated last 
week that a “major exercise” was planned for Thursday 
10th February. Such plans may become refined, altered or 
superseded by global events and one such scenario was the very 
welcome diplomatic initiative by France’s President Macron; 
planned for several weeks, fulfilled last Monday (7th February).
 
Mr Macron performed a difficult balancing act with President Putin 
by emphasising his support for NATO’s principles and European 
unity, while agreeing that Russia’s longstanding concerns about 
NATO’s expansion be seriously considered. Mr Macron’s 
intervention might have at least bought some extra time before Mr 
Putin makes a final decision as to the format and specific objectives 
of any armed intervention within Ukraine (an intervention in totality 
or partial, appear most likely actions). Nevertheless, Moscow will 
face pressure internally from defence planners that delay serves 
only to assist Ukraine’s growing resistance as well as the 
international alliance clearly falling in behind it. After Mr Macron’s 
departure from Moscow, and subsequent Kyiv-based discussions 
with Ukrainian President, Volodymyr Zelensky, (8th February) Mr 
Putin’s chief spokesperson made it clear that only the leader of 
NATO (i.e., the US President) could substantially influence the 
longer-term fate of Ukraine’s existing government. Although, the 
Kremlin did accept “there were positive signals that a solution to 
Ukraine could be based only on fulfilling the [2015] Minsk 
agreements.” (Accords agreed by Kyiv and pro-Russian separatists 
inside east Ukraine).      

More certainty now emerges, however, in relation to the 
harassment-minded cyber-attacks levelled against many Ukraine 
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government websites. Some seventy, including the Defence 
Council’s, were injected with threatening graffiti. One example: “be 
afraid and wait for the worst” was widely reported before being 
disabled and fixed. An unnamed third party’s administration rights 
were supposedly hijacked to carry out these script attacks. Ukraine 
points blame toward UNC1151, a hacking group reportedly linked to 
Belarus’s government intelligence functions.

Perhaps more alarmingly, Microsoft’s Threat Intelligence Center 
(MSTIC) has “identified evidence of a destructive malware 
operation targeting multiple organizations in Ukraine. This malware 
first appeared on victim systems in Ukraine on January 13, 2022.” 
MSTIC go on to state: “our investigation teams have identified the 
malware on dozens of impacted systems and that number could 
grow as our investigation continues. These systems span multiple 
government, non-profit, and information technology organizations, 
all based in Ukraine. We do not know the current stage of this 
attacker’s operational cycle or how many other victim organizations 
may exist in Ukraine or other geographic locations. However, it is 
unlikely these impacted systems represent the full scope of impact 
as other organizations are reporting.” In terms of mitigation MSTIC 
go on to recommend: “We strongly encourage all organizations to 
immediately conduct a thorough investigation and to implement 
defenses using the information provided in this post. MSTIC will 
update this blog as we have additional information to share.”
 
A vivid recent case in point which further helps us to picture the 
latest threat level in real-terms, was the so-called ‘Not-Petya cyber-
attack (2017). Not-Petya ransomware and wiper software was 
initially targeted against Ukrainian infrastructure. The attack was 
attributed by many governments (including the UK and US), as well 
as the most respected cyber threat intelligence firms, to originate 
from pro-Russia elements, perhaps even inside east Ukraine. The 
ransomware quickly spread through systems internationally 
disabling many multinational firms and supplies. Not-Petya became 
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and remains the costliest cyber-attack of all time. Because there 
was no known coding solution, the malware spread omnipotently 
causing global economic losses estimated at £9bn, as well as 
infecting near-terminal damage to the world’s largest international 
freight shipping entity. NotPetya encrypted all files on infected 
computers, not just the Master File Table. In some cases 
computer's files were completely wiped or rewritten in a manner that 
could not be undone through decryption. Such attack methods raise 
the prospect this month of a severe security risk with high-impact 
considerations, percolating via the present international 
cybersphere. In other words, a significant threat well beyond 
organisations that have information systems located within, or 
networked across, Ukraine. Moreover, significant risk is posed to all 
most, if not all, internationally-oriented business supply chains. A 
further alert issued by MSTIC (4th February) relates to the cyber-
attack group, ACTINIUM, whose focus appears to be to disable 
and/or hinder emergency response and humanitarian organisations 
that conduct work within Ukraine.

Prior to Christmas, a wave of ransomware attacks was launched 
against Nordic companies. According to ComputerWeekly “Nordic 
companies are scaling up their IT network defences after a series of 
malicious cyber-attacks, peaking in December 2021, against a 
number of the region’s largest industrial and service industry 
groups.” Vestas Wind Systems, Amedia, Nortura and Nordic Choice 
Hotels (NCH) were among the corporate targets in this latest wave 
of cyber-attacks, which materialised as Nordic governments were 
announcing increased spending on their national security apparatus 
to bolster cyber defence infrastructure.

Such debates around defence spending are also conducted within a 
wider contextual discussion about the region’s level of engagement 
into NATO. Norway and Denmark are members, Finland and 
Sweden remaining outside, to date. As well as building up military 
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readiness to face down any escalation and/or aggression; within the 
cyber domain or elsewhere. 

A virus attack against NCH, the Nordic region’s largest hotel and 
leisure group, was launched on 2 December. The hackers managed 
to paralyse, infect and encrypt an undisclosed number of machines, 
forcing NCH to accelerate the pace of a newly rolled-out project to 
convert more than 4,000 computers using Microsoft Windows to run 
on Google Chrome OS. Forensic analysis from the Norwegian 
National Security Authority (Nasjonal Sikkerhetsmyndighet) was 
able to identify the computer virus as Conti ransomware, purposed 
to uninstall the Windows Defender application on computers. Conti 
is typically deployed by the Wizard Spider group, thought to operate 
from St Peterburg, Russia and inside Ukraine. Targeted by Europol, 
the FBI and UK National Crime Agency, Wizard Spider do not 
appear to attack targets in Russia and its software is designed to 
uninstall itself if it detects the system is designed to use the Russian 
language.

Our forecast is that many enterprises, particularly those 
unprepared, will become caught up as collateral damage – both 
within cybersphere and the physical realm - within any expansive 
Russia/Ukraine conflict, whose impact is likely to envelop (at least) 
portions of the international economic, political, security and 
societal environment. A case in point was the (25th January) New 
Year information systems attack by ‘cyber-partisans’ inside Belarus 
who penetrated the state-run railway computer system and 
threatened to paralyse trains moving Russian troops and equipment 
through Belarus. A cyberpartisans spokesperson told media 
organisations and researchers that the group had encrypted and 
destroyed databases that the Belarusian railways used to control 
traffic, customs information, and station efficacy. Such tit-for-tat 
cyber conflict is only likely to spread and become more entrenched 
if and when nations and alliances lose diplomatic nuance and 
formally nail their colours to any particular mast.  
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Seven Quick wins for Business Continuity and Organisational 
Resilience include:

1. Ensuring all systems have Mult-Factor Authentication access 
controls

2. Guaranteeing all BCM action plans have up-to-date employee 
contact details

3. Safeguarding core services by taking into account higher 
absence rates (due to Covid or other stressors) within 
emergency plans

4. Conducting quick walk-through Business Continuity rehearsals 
contemplating scenarios that involve long-term access issues 
to core business premises

5. Securing and encrypting all emergency and BCM plans, and 
conducting an audit as to who can access those plans

6. Verify that your Cyber Threat Intelligence tools and suppliers 
are fully up-to-date and are fully conversant with the likely 
2022 threat spectrum

7. Establish and sustain well-tested backup solutions, particularly 
to combat ransomware. Consider ‘3-2-1 backup strategy’. 
Three means of backup: two local and one cloud hosted (using 
MFA). Note that any backup is unknown until a restore attempt 
is actioned. The entire end-to-end process of back-up requires 
regular rehearsal, active monitoring, and continuous 
improvement.

 
 
*CSARN’s Corporate Security Risk Monitor conforms to objectively 
researching entities that either potentially or realistically cross 
Porta’s (1995) academic definition of “political violence” . . . “as any 
form of physical confrontation, destruction of property, rioting, or 
clashes with police.” Such violence is researched within the 
contextual understanding of how violent security incidents or 
potential incidents apply to business communities. 
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In addition, CSARN’s analysts conduct research into the underlying 
contextual threat environment. According to Adam Klein (2017): 
“studies in fight rhetoric are often more concerned with how hostile 
climates are created and then spread, emphasizing their potential to 
deliver an array of consequences, which can include violence but 
also tolerance for others’ violence as well as bigotry and a deeply 
fractured polity.”

CSARN therefore reserves the right – without prejudice - to 
research individuals, groups and organisations that are both 
capable of, and/or have indicated a strong intention to encourage 
aggression that would severely impact business communities, or 
individual employees operating within them.
 
Compiled by analysts at the CSARN and UK Global Cyber 
Academy fusion centre, London. United Kingdom. Project Director: 
Richard Bingley FHEA.
www.csarn.org
www.globalcyberacademy.com
 
 
To request CSARN Cyber Academy membership, subscription or 
address enquiries: richard.bingley@globalcyberacademy.com
 
p.s., don't forget to book our free to attend lunchtime Westminster 
security briefing for business on 1st March, 
2022: richard.bingley@globalcyberacademy.com
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